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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2865827A1] A lock cylinder arrangement for fixation to a lock casing and for control of a lock mechanism arranged in the lock casing.
The arrangement comprises a cylinder housing (1c) having a first axial end (1a) arranged to be positioned distal to the lock casing and a second
axial end (1b) being opposite to the first axial end and arranged to be positioned proximal to the lock casing. A cylinder core (1d) is rotatably
accommodated in the cylinder housing. A number of fixation bores extend axially through the lock cylinder, from the first axial end to the second axial
end and exhibit a widened mouth portion (6, 6a, 6b)) at the first axial end. The arrangement further comprises a corresponding number of fixation
members (4), each fixation members being arranged to extend through a respective fixation bore and comprising a head portion (4b) arranged to
be seated in a respective mouth portion (6a), for the fixation of the cylinder housing to the lock casing. A cover device (30) is removably attached to
the cylinder housing, for preventing unauthorized access to at least one head portion when seated in a mouth portion. The cover device comprises
a locking member (32) which is movable between a locking position, in which it engages a stop (33) arranged at the cylinder housing for preventing
removal of the cover device and a release position which allows removal of the cover device. The locking member (32) and the cylinder core (1d) are
provided with cooperating means (34b, 40) for preventing movement of the locking member to the release position unless the cylinder core has been
rotated to a predetermined rotational position.
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